Exercise 2

Match the words that rhyme:

*For example- cat-mat, bite-kite*

Fly  blue  
Fun  rumble  
Day  cry  
Do  sun  
Crumble  play

Exercise 3

Read the poem and fill in the blanks with words from exercise 2

*A little green caterpillar*

A little green caterpillar looked at a leaf
And his tummy was starting to _______:  
'Mummy has told me to eat up my leaves,  
But I'd far rather eat apple __________.'

Then the fat little caterpillar looked at the sky:
'Now why is the sky very _______?' –  
And 'How do I get to see more of this world?  
Oh my goodness – just what must I __________?'

A butterfly flew to the leaf next to him
And noticed he'd started to _______.  
'Now you hurry up and get on with those greens  
And soon you'll be able to __________.'

'But my world is so boring with nothing to do  
Except eating my greens every __________.  
I want so very much to be lovely like you  
And fly through the world and then ________.'